
SAM RAMSAMY ... cagey over restrictions. 

Olympics: 
< " .~ 

NOcsa to try 
it on for size 
By Dave Beattie 

The National Olympic Committee 
of SA (Nocsa) will meet all the 
sports bodies bound for the Olym
pics in Johannesburg on Saturday . 
to prepare them for Barcelona. · 

The meeting should resolve the 
question of team size and the 
number of athletes · in each code 
who will be allowed to make .th~ : 
trip. · ' · ' 

There is a growing concern 
that Nocsa will impose limita
tions on the size of Soutb._Africa's 

· . represena._. ti-~~ a~~&1with 
· . their!}.Im;!pi_<;;\ : behind them, 

is one sport that has introduced a 
. ranking system. 

.The system ranks the various 
classes of boat, with the higher
ranked classes getting first bite at 
the Barcelona cherry if there are 
limitations. 

Nocsa · chairman. Sam Ram
sarny would not comment on ·the 
possibility of restrictions, today. 

"The meeting will be to pre-

pare for Barcelona," he said. "We 
will be discussing the overall 
composition of the team and the 1 

broad principles of selection." 
Apart from the worry over the 

'size of representation, the fates of 
sports such as athletics, swim
ming and boxing are still in the 
balance. 

Local boxing bodies have 
achived unity, a pre-requisite to 
international acceptance and the ' 
passport to Barcel6na - but they 
are still await~ng' the go ahead 
from ·their international body. 

Athletics and swimming are 
seemingly even worse off. Each 
has achieved unity in that two of 
the three controlling bodies 
agr~ to join forces. But the SA 
Council on Sport-related bodies in 
swimming and athletics have so 
far refused to have any part of 
the unity, and Barcelona hopes 
now depend on how Fina, the in
ternational swimming body, and 
IAAF, the world athletics control
ling body, view the unity claims. 
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